An analytical correlated random walk model and its application to understand subdiffusion in crowded environment.
Subdiffusion in crowded environment such as movement of macromolecule in a living cell has often been observed experimentally. The primary reason for subdiffusion is volume exclusion by the crowder molecules. However, other effects such as hydrodynamic interaction may also play an important role. Although there are a large number of computer simulation studies on understanding molecular crowding, there is a lack of theoretical models that can be connected to both experiment and simulation. In the current work, we have formulated a one-dimensional correlated random walk model by connecting this to the motion in a crowded environment. We have found the exact solution of the probability distribution function of the model by solving it analytically. The parameters of our model can be obtained either from simulation or experiment. It has been shown that this analytical model captures some of the general features of diffusion in crowded environment as given in the previous literature and its prediction for transient subdiffusion closely matches the observations of a previous study of computer simulation of Escherichia coli cytoplasm. It is likely that this model will open up more development of theoretical models in this area.